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NORAHG RESPONSE

HUDSON’S ANTIANTI-PESTICIDE MAYOR & HIS COCO-CONSPIRATORS DESERVE
THE TERROR OF THE COURTS
Hudson was/is infested with corrupt truth-challenged crooks and tax-evading
criminals who were also, not surprisingly, anti-pesticide extreme-radical leftwing politicians. They stated lies like they were truth, and in a way that
made people listen to them. Mayor Michael Elliot, and his lunatic coconspirator councilors and managers were lunatic-liars ! They lied about
pesticides. They lied about their personal income tax. They lied about town
finances. They lied and lied and lied. Because of their lies, these lunatics
annihilated the professional lawn care industry, coast-to-coast. Their lies led
to the reckless, arbitrary, and insidious imposition of prohibition against pest
control products used in the urban landscape. Subsequently, their lies
created a trail of economic destruction with thousands of people out of work.
http://wp.me/P1jq40-43B Their lies discredited Health Canada in order to
prohibit products that had been scientifically-approved by the highest quality
experts. In fact, Elliott and his co-conspirators were the least qualified to
provide any advice about pest control products. Or about simply being
honest. Observers are dismayed that these extreme radical left-wing
politicians were ever allowed to run for office. They should all be sterilized
so that their offspring cannot run for office. But seriously, observers are
expecting that these lunatics lose their businesses, lose their assets, lose
their homes, lose their lifestyles, lose their pensions, lose their families, lose
their children, lose their loved-ones, and lose their futures. Why not ?
Because of their insidious pesticide ban, the owners, employees, and
families dependent on Professional Lawn Care businesses have faced
TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION. Elliott and his co-conspirators
deserve the spotlight of anti-corruption scrutiny and the terror of the courts.
For more information about lunatic-left-wing-liars, go to the following webpage ... http://wp.me/P1jq40-5fk For more information about Hudson,
go to the following report ... http://wp.me/p1jq40-6ZM WILLIAM H.
GATHERCOLE AND NORAH G http://pesticidetruths.com/
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr

